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 How should the relevant information be selected?
 How to determine feature relevance?

3. Problem
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4. Hypothesis
 Feature selection is a matter of feature relevance determined against three interacting

dimensions, which correlate with different feature properties, thus licensing different definition
structures

1. Background
 Innumerable features may be associated to any set of objects forming the extension of a concept
 Not just any feature (information) is relevant to defining a given concept in a given expert domain
 A selection must be made among features

 Concept = set of latent (FL) + salient (FS) + potentially relevant (FPR) features ⊇ definition
 Definition = set of relevant features (FR)
 In dictionary:

 Entry = concept
 Signs in entry fields = features

2. Postulates

Extensional dimension
 Types of object sets:

 Extension's scope: number of objects in the extension: single
object set vs. multiple objects set (closed set=listable, open
set=unlistable)

 Extension's nature: nature of the objects in the extension:
homogenous vs. heterogeneous

 Types of entities

Contextual dimension
 Ranges from sociocultural to theoretical contexts

 Encompasses two interactive factors that influence and reflect one
another:

 Conceptual system: relation of a concept to other concepts of
a system

 Individual background: relation of a concept to other
knowledge possessed by an individual

Communicative dimension
 Ranges from expert to non-expert
 Relation established between signs (linguistic, symbolic, graphic,

etc.) and conceptual features in different communication
situations, which in terminology range from expert/expert to
expert/non-expert

 Encompasses two types of relations:
 Conventional assignation: ± strong agreement within a given

sociocultural group, delimited in time and space, on the
features related to a sign, reached by:
 progressive adjustments
 (± explicit) prescriptive decisions

 Expertise level: individual understanding of signs according to
individual’s background knowledge of the conventional
assignations

 Feature coverage: singular, stereotypical, universal (typical or distinctive)

 Features as mental representations of 3 types: exemplar (E), prototypical (P)
and theoretical (T) (cf. Heterogeneity Hypothesis, Machery 2004, 2009)

 Conceptual relations expressed by features

 Intrinsic/Extrinsic

 Essential/Accidental

 Necessary/Non-necessary

 Classical definition by necessary and sufficient
conditions (NSC)

 Prototypical definition (P)

 (Semi-)encyclopedic definition (Encycl.)

6. Conclusions
 Feature relevance could be explained by multiple interacting dimensions
 On the extensional dimension, the properties of object sets combined with feature coverage could license different definition structures,

including classical and prototypical definitions
 The attribute-value matching principle could be a possible explanatory model for feature relevance and formal structures of definitions

5. Example

Dimensions Definition StructuresFeature Properties

CNS CNSP P P

Encycl.Encycl. P P

CNS


